
Bot protection for 
Websites, apps and APIs.
Identify and stop malicious traffic using trusted defensive AI, 
across all endpoints, using a single, agentless deployment 
that’s effortless to manage and 33x more effective.

Overcome the pains of 
traditional bot protection 
solutions

Invisible edge security. Detects & stops online fraud.

Reduce revenue loss

Enterprise organizations lose, on average, $85m annually to malicious 
automation in persistent, unseen financial leaks.

Eliminate manual work

Tedious manual updates force internal teams to become reactive to 
threats. Continuous agent deployments across multiple platforms 
waste resource and result in high infrastructure costs.

Avoid reputation damage

When customers lose out to bots, they vote with their wallet, 
spreading negative sentiment. Failures to stop attacks can also result 
in significant regulatory fines.

The quantity of bot traffic amongst legitimate visitor traffic 
is increasing. Attacks are becoming more frequent and 
sophisticated, accelerated by the growth in offensive AI. 
Traditional solutions to bot management are no longer 
effective, leaving weaknesses and gaps in detection that are 
readily exploited by attackers.

Netacea Bot Protection is engineered specifically to give SOC 
and InfoSec team greater visibility, control, confidence and trust 
across their websites apps and APIs.

No more playing Whack-A-Bot. Netacea Bot Management identifies and eliminates web security threats amongst high volumes of traffic before they attack, 
no matter when they occur or how sophisticated they are, whilst remaining invisible to attackers and frictionless for customers.

Agentless, self-managing

Protect websites, APIs and apps with 
a single, dynamically updated, edge 
integration invisible to attackers.

Trusted defensive AI 

Block bots, not humans. Highly accurate 
hands-free detection automatically blocks 
more bots than traditional solutions.

Specialist bot intelligence 

Visualize live incidents in real time, 
understand business impact and get 
forewarning of planned attacks.

more bots blocked than competitors signals analyzed daily false positive rate

33x 36 billion 0.001%

Why enterprise businesses trust Netacea



Scalping

Loyalty Point Fraud

Account Takeover

Carding

Credential Stuffing Scraping

Fake Account Creation

API AttacksCAPTCHA Bypass

We help you identify and stop:

How Netacea bot protection works

Key benefits

Automate your bot protection today with Netacea

Start blocking unwanted bot traffic today 
Visit Netacea.com to book a demo

Real-time threat detection and response

Analyze all endpoint traffic intent, eliminate detection gaps

Unmatched threat detection. 33x stronger vs competitors.

Handles high traffic volumes, high throughput, low latency

Single deployment, server side updates

Invisible to attackers. Tough to bypass

Defensive AI that adapts to block active threats.

Frictionless for customers


